


Model analogies between 
pattern formation of 
defects in deforming 
engineering materials 
under application of 
external stress and 
morphogenesis of cellular 
structures in ageing brain 
tissue under development 
of internal stress are 
investigated. When 
differential equations are 
not available, dominant 
characteristics of such 
processes are pursued 
through Tsallis q-statistics 
methodology applied to 
the aforementioned 
nonliving and living 
systems. 
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Figure 1: Reaction-Diffusion type equations for the 
dominant families of structural defects in nanopolycrystals. 

Figure 2:  Mathematical model consisting of 7 kinetic 
equations for brain cell populations and A amyloid protein
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Differential equations for 
various families of structural 
defects in deforming 
nanomaterials are shown to 
resemble corresponding 
differential equations for various 
families of cells/proteins in 
ageing brains. When the 
experimentally recorded data 
for signals and images cannot 
be interpreted through 
differential equations, the 
methodology of Tsallis
q-statistics seems to be 
promising for capturing 
statistical features of the 
observed behavior for both 
nonliving and living systems. 

Figure 1: Reaction-Diffusion type equations for the 
dominant families of structural defects in nanopolycrystals. 

Figure 2:  Mathematical model consisting of 7 kinetic 
equations for brain cell populations and A amyloid protein

Material Defect vs Brain Defect 
Model Analogies 

-Defect Kinetics in Nanopolycrystals during 
stress (deformation) application

- Cell Kinetics in brain tissue during Alzheimer 
disease (AD) progression

Tsallis q-statistics preliminaries

Figure 3: Indicative whole EEG Probability Density Functions
for Healthy (Normal), MCI and AD samples. 

Figure 4A: Average Normalised Tsallis Entropy (TE) 
per electrode and band for the three sample groups

examined interval closed eyes).

Figure 4B: Average Higuchi Fractal Dimension 
(HFD) per electrode and band for the three sample 
groups examined interval closed eyes).
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